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Writing and sending engagement invitations for engagement party allows brides-to-be to inform their
friends and family about the event date and attend the party on time. It is important to keep an
accurate guest list because people who are invited to engagement party also receive thank you
cards. When guests send response cards to you, you should buy the blank thank you cards in
advance.

Engagement Invitations for an engagement party should include the event date, event location.
Instead of getting printed cards, you can do it yourself by simply using the blank cards, pen, color
papers, blank envelopes...

If you will have a large party, make your own engagement invitations and thank you cards will take a
long time. The best advice is you can buy printed thank you cards, and add some special things on
the thank you cards.(such as your sign, your photo, or some paper flowers . . . ) Or you think it is
very troublesome, just write your own thank you wording for the cards.

The engagement invites should not reflect on how they met and became new couple. Do not forget
to include the names of the bride and groom and who host the party or write the engagement
invitation cards.

Moreover, it is very important to write something unique on the invitation cards. You may write your
own love poem like the " Friends forever we will be whether walking on the beach or sailing on the
sea . . .." Then remember to tell your guests the theme of the party so that they can dress
appropriately and prepare for it.

How To DIY the Engagement Invitation Cards

Maybe you should not DIY your engagement invitation cards, you can DIY the envelopes. You can
buy blank envelopes, then DIY with the color paper and pen. You can add colorful inner envelopes
for the invites. Or add the ribbon, chaton . . .

Read more to visit http://www.austylishinvitations.com/

Custom, Preview & Order wedding invitations and Brown invitations online at
austylishinvitations.com. Free shipping!
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